
Academic Research Request 
 
To: Editor - Horse Talk International News Service 
From: CuChullaine O'Reilly - Long Riders' Guild Academic Foundation 
Subject: Exploring Equine Intelligence 
 
Dear Editor, 
 
My name is CuChullaine O'Reilly and I am writing to you from the Long Riders' Guild, 
the world's international association of equestrian explorers and long distance travellers. 
With Members in forty-five countries, every major equestrian explorer alive today 
belongs to The Guild. 
 
Allow me to briefly explain the mission of the Guild. 
 
At two-thousand plus pages, and still growing, and having now been visited by more 
than three million people world-wide, The Long Riders' Guild website is the repository of 
the largest collection of equestrian travel information in human history. 
www.thelongridersguild.com 
 
Additionally The Long Riders' Guild Press currently publishes more than two-hundred 
equestrian and travel titles in five languages, making it the world’s premier source of 
equestrian exploration wisdom. www.horsetravelbooks.com  
www.classictravelbooks.com 
 
The Guild has now launched a new project. Entitled The Long Riders' Guild Academic 
Foundation, its mission is to provide an academic forum for scientists to share their 
wisdom with equestrian experts. Every type of horse-related knowledge is being 
investigated and published at this exciting new website, whose motto is "Science not 
Superstition." www.lrgaf.org 
 
An important aspect of the LRGAF's mission is to uncover and publish lost or obscure 
equestrian research material. 
 
One of the most startling discoveries revealed the amazing demonstration of equine 
intelligence displayed by the Elberfeld Horses. 
 
Permit me to explain. 
 
Many modern readers will be familiar with the tragic story of Clever Hans, the horse who 
could apparently communicate with humans. 
 
The discovery of this remarkable animal, who could supposedly also spell and tell time, 
caused such an uproar that the German government appointed the “Hans Commission” 
to investigate the astonishing claims. With the New York Times and other papers 
anxiously awaiting the outcome, the Commission concluded in September, 1904 that no 
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tricks were involved. A sceptical psychologist however declared that the horse’s owner 
was guilty of inadvertently signalling the answers to Hans. 
 
The result was an impassioned debate, one which resulted in a wealthy German 
businessman named Karl Krall announcing he had trained three other horses which 
were smarter than Hans. These horses could not only solve complex mathematical 
calculations and recognise people, he said, they could also transmit the correct answer 
to questions via the newly-invented telephone. Plus, to offset scientific critics, one of 
Krall’s horses was blind! 
 
In the midst of this equestrian scientific brawl, the Nobel Laureate, Maurice Maeterlinck, 
announced he was going to travel from his Belgian home and personally inspect these 
educated German horses. Having been granted complete freedom to test the horses in 
a variety of ways, he concluded, “You rub your eyes and ask yourself in the presence of 
what new creature you stand. You look for some trace, obvious or subtle, of the 
mystery. You feel yourself attacked in your innermost citadel where you held yourself 
impregnable.” 
 
Was it all a colossal fraud? The psychologists, who have spent a hundred years 
denouncing Clever Hans and Karl Krall’s horses, are still quick to say it was. Yet even 
their denunciation wasn’t originally unanimous. In a detailed report, Edmund Sanford, 
one of America’s founding psychologists, reluctantly admitted that he could not 
conclusively denounce the horses’ scholastic abilities. 
 
With the outbreak of the First World War it all became a moot point, as the horses were 
slain and the majority of the original documents were lost to posterity. 
 
After a diligent search, the LRGAF located and translated one of the few remaining 
copies of the rare German book which contained Krall's findings and many of his 
techniques. 
 
The original story of Clever Hans, as well as Krall's subsequent activities with the 
Elberfeld Horses, was placed together for the first time in a small scholastic work 
entitled "Clever Hans and the Elberfeld Horses."  http://www.lrgaf.org/books1.htm#hans 
 
Because of other commitments, the Elberfeld Horses research project was never fully 
revealed to the public. 
 
Yet today's publication of an article on Horse Talk detailing the ability of the Icelandic 
horse to count is evidence of the public's continued interest in equine intelligence. 
 
Nor is there any reason to be surprised at the Icelandic horse's basic mathematical 
ability, as the Elberfeld Horses would repeatedly provide answers to complex 
mathematical questions, including providing the square roots of large numbers. In 
addition, they could correctly identify different people, recall events, choose colours 
correctly, etc. 
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Had Krall's findings been made public, the Elberfeld Horses could have changed the 
way mankind views equine intelligence today. Instead for more than a century all 
equines have been lumped into a class of mute beasts whose athletic abilities are 
admired but whose brains are ignored. 
 
The publication of the Horse Talk article opens the door to old questions. 
 
Does humanity have all the answers? Are there any mysteries left to explore in the 
equine experience? Could today's stern belief in dumb horses be based on an example 
of mankind's species arrogance? 
 
Nor should we neglect to ask, have we been seeking the wrong answers from our 
horses? 
 
Instead of asking a horse to answer a human question, i.e. how many fingers am I 
holding up, what if it were possible to ask a horse a simple yes or no question that 
resonated with his life, not ours? For example, "Can you tell me yes or no, does your 
saddle hurt?" 
 
Because of the century-long intellectual lock of pedestrians ensconced in the academic 
world one entrenched view of the horse continues to dominate the majority of mankind's 
views on equine intelligence. 
 
Perhaps that changed when a simple fifteen-year-old girl in Iceland asked her horse to 
count to ten. 
 
If researchers are to believed the horse cannot tell the difference between one of the 
girl's fingers and ten. She must, according to the critics who denounced Clever Hans, be 
sending the horse subtle signals which make the horse respond in the way she wishes. 
It has to be a trick because science has declared horses too stupid to count and 
communicate. 
 
Thousands of people who have viewed the You Tube video appear to believe that this 
question is not a foregone conclusion. Millions of horse owners around the world can 
attest to amazing examples of equine intelligence. 
 
Because of the release of the You Tube video and the subsequent publication of the 
Horse Talk article, the LRGAF would like to invite the public to join in a long overdue 
investigation of the Elberfeld Horses. 
 
If Karl Krall's blind horse could count accurately, then can a modern horse do the same? 
 
If one of Germany's first telephones was successfully used to ask a horse to answer a 
question, which it subsequently responded to correctly, can a modern horse repeat such 



an experiment using modern technology, thereby proving that no human cues are 
involved in the equine's answer? 
 
The Long Riders' Guild Press publishes the inexpensive book, "Clever Hans and the 
Elberfeld Horses." 
 
This is the first modern attempt to re-examine the mystery of Clever Hans and his fellow 
educated horses. This ground-breaking study includes Maeterlinck’s original eye-
witness observations, extracts from Karl Krall’s rare German book explaining how he 
trained the horses to achieve such remarkable results, and Sanford’s detailed 
psychological report. 
 
In order to kick-start this investigation, the LRG Press will donate a copy of the book to 
one horse owner in Europe, Russia, the Orient, Australia/New Zealand, North and Latin 
America, if they can provide preliminary evidence of their equine's intelligence, agree to 
read Krall's material and then undertake to duplicate his experiments to establish equine 
intelligence, and subsequently share their findings with Horse Talk and the LRGAF.  
 
The donation programme can start by providing a copy of the book to Jónína Valgerður 
Örvar, the owner of Skuggi the Icelandic horse who has helped start this overdue 
investigation. 
 
Allow me to categorically state that this is not a clever attempt to peddle books. 
 
The Long Riders' Guild is an academic, not a commercial, endeavour. 
 
What is under discussion is simply this. 
 
Who knows more about equines, psychologists or horse-humans? 
 
The mystery of Clever Hans and Krall’s horses still intrigues equestrian scholars and 
this analysis will provide vital information designed to reconsider the startling question – 
can horses communicate with humans? 
 
Kind regards, 
CuChullaine O'Reilly FRGS 
 
 


